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Name:  _______key________ 
please print your name clearly 

 

EE 102-01 Exam No. 1 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 
Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if 
necessary.  Midterm grade will be calculated based on this exam (75%) and homework (25%) 

DL: 12 ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MGR – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Problem 1 (20pts.) 
For your convenience, variables are named closely to their types and values. Please evaluate the following expressions.  

int    i1=1,  i2=2,  i4=4,  i6=6;  
double d1=1,         d4=4,         d65=6.5;  
bool   bf1 = false,  bf2 = flase,  bt1 = true,  bt2 = true; 
 
1.0. i4/i6*d1 = _0.0_ 2p 
 
1.1. i4*d1/i6 = _.66_ 2p 
 
1.2. sqrt(i4)/i6 = _.33_ 2p 
 
1.3. bf1&&bf2||bt1 = _true 2p or 1 
 
1.4. bt1&&bf2||bf1 = false 2p or 0

1.5. i1==d1 = _true 2p or 1 
 
1.6. 2*i2==i4 = _true 2p or 1 
 
1.7. i2%i6 = _2___ 2p 
 
1.8. i1+i2 / i4+i6 = _7___ 2p 
 
1.9. (i1+i2 / i4)+i6 = _7___ 2p 

Answers like 1/3 etc. are not correct as there are no rational numbers in C/C++. 

Problem 2 (10pts.) 
Consider the following program: 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() { 
int k; cin >> k; 
if (k>0) // to see cleary you may need to rewrite code below with indentation 
    if (k>10) cout << "A"; 
    else if (k<-10) cout << "B"; // this never happens as already k>0 
         else cout << "C";       // this happens for k<=10… and also k>0 
else  
    if (k>10) cout << "D";       // this never happens as already k<=0 
    else if (k<-10) cout << "E"; 
         else cout << "F";       // this happens for k>-10… and also k<=0 
return(0); // note that some exams have different order of characters printed 
} 

What would be output of the program above if the entered value for k was: 
 2.1. -11 the output is: _E_________________ 2p 
 
 2.2. -1 the output is: _F_________________ 2p 
 
 2.3. 0 the output is: _F_________________ 2p 
 
 2.4. 1 the output is: _C_________________ 2p 
 
 2.5. 11 the output is: _A_________________ 2p 
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Problem 3 (10pts.) 
For the fragment of code provided below what would be printed in each case? 

int text=10; cout << text << “text” << text+1 << “text+1” << endl;  
 
/* printed: _10_____ _text___ _11_____ _text+1_ 4*2.5p */ 

Problem 4 (10pts.) 
Rewrite the following bolded fragment of code so that only one if statements is used while the functionality is preserved. 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() { 
int k; cin >> k; 
 
if (k>=0) 
 if (k<100) 
  cout << "within the range" << endl; 
 else  
  cout << "out of range" << endl; 
else  
 cout << "out of range" << endl; 
return(0); 
} 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() { 
int k; cin >> k; 
 
if (k>=0 && k<100_____________ ) 
 
cout << "within the range" << endl; 
 
else  
 
cout << "out of range" << endl; 
return(0); 
} 

Problem 5 (10pts.) 

Please complete the following fragment of code that computes the formula 

212
1
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1

RR

Reffective

+
= . 

double R1, R2; cin >> R1 >> R2; 
 
double Reffective = 1/(1/(.5*R1)+1/R2); // coded exactly, do not use 1/2 (=0) 
// = 1/(2/R1+1/R2); // simplified code, no need for 1. 2. as R is already double 
 
cout << “The effective resistance of the circuit is ” << Reffective <<endl; 

Problem 6 (10pts.) 
Please provide the printout produced by the following program: 

#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
int main() { 
int k=0; 
 
cout << "before the loop: "<<k<<endl; 
cout << "iside the loop : "; 
while (k<3) { 
    cout <<k<< " "; 
    k++; 
} 
cout<<endl; 
cout<<"after the loop : "<<k<<endl; 
 
return(0); 
} 

 
 
 
 
 
before the loop: _0_________________ 2p 
 
iside the loop : _0 1 2_____________ 6p 
 
after the loop : _3_________________ 2p 
 
Press any key to continue 
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Problem 7 (30pts.) 
Write a complete program that: 

1. opens a text file called “mydata.txt” for reading.  
2. If the file cannot be open exits with a descriptive error message 
3. Otherwise it continues and reads  

a. reads five integer numbers from the file 
b. if the reading of all numbers was successful prints them to the screen 
c. if the reading was not successful prints an appropriate error message 
d. closes the file explicitly 

The overall program design will be evaluated: use only necessary libraries, define the program block, follow the program flow, declare appropriate variables, 
perform correct file and screen I/O operations, text interaction with user (prompt for data). 
 
#include<iostream>                 // include all and only necessary libraries - 3p 
#include<fstream> 
using namespace std; 
 
int main() {                                   // main program function 1 of 2 - 3p 
 
    ifstream file_variable;      // declare and open file varibale for reading – 3p 
    file_variable.open("mydata.txt"); // can be done in one or two instructions 
 
    if ( ! file_variable.is_open() ) {           // check if opened, if not... – 3p 
        cout << "File mydata.txt cannot be open for reading.” 
             << "The program will terminate now." << endl; 
        return(0);                                  // stop the program if not – 3p 
    } 
 
    int a, b, c, d, e;                           // declare five int variables – 3p 
 
    file_variable >> a >> b >> c >> d >> e;   // read five variables form file – 3p 
 
    if ( file_variable.fail() )          // check if reading successful or not – 3p 
        cout << "We have expreienced problems while reading from mydata.txt" 
             << endl; 
    else 
        cout<<"We have read: "<<a<<" "<<b<<" "<<c<<" "<<d<<" "<<"e"<<endl; 
                                                   // print contents to screen – 3p 
 
    file_variable.clear(); // clearing of a file that did not fail is optional 
    file_variable.close();                                       // close file - 3p 
 
    return(0);                                      // main program function 2 of 2 
} 
 


